Revolting Rhymes
Out on DVD 6th February
Based on the extraordinary book written by Roald Dahl and illustrated by Quentin Blake, Revolting Rhymes mixes the classic fairy tales of Little Red Riding Hood, Snow White, The Three Little Pigs, Jack and the Beanstalk and Cinderella, then serves them with a mischievous twist.

From the filmmakers behind The Gruffalo and Stick Man, these two 30 minute films are beautifully animated and feature the voices of an all-star cast.

— Word Search —
Are you super brainy? Are you a mastermind? How many of the hidden words can you find?

FAIRYLOKELQB
IEDTDANCETE
NSARIQOBUSAA
IHNOHMUSELN
STJOYPYLOPMES
TAELTRMDIAST
ECDLTLIEGHHA
RKWIJOZNSFDL
MISSIHNTCTKK
KTFCWOLFUEIJ
YPENFJODEQSP
REVOLTINGJNS

Revolting Rhymes
Fairy Tales
Jack and the Beanstalk
Pigs
Wolf

— Odd One Out —
There’s an odd one out among these snaps, I wonder if you can see which one perhaps?
(Draw a circle round your answer)

A
B
C

— Fill in the Blanks —
Here is one of those fun word games. Fill in the blanks to complete the names.

CINDERELLA SNOW WHITE
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

— Look After the Pennies —
This little pig has lost some of his wages! How many coins can you find on both pages?

(Not including this one)

— True or False? —
The questions below; are they true or a lie? See if you can answer them, give it a try.

1. Cinderella has two ugly step sisters
   True or False?

2. Snow White lives with eight dwarves
   True or False?

3. The giant in Jack and the Beanstalk says “Fee fi fo fum, I smell the blood of an Irishman”
   True or False?

4. In the story of the Three Little Pigs, the third pig has a house made of bricks.
   True or False?
WIN revoltingly wonderful prizes!

I know what you're thinking, you can't believe your eyes. What an incredibly exciting prize! For your chance to win follow the instructions below, and you could be our winner, you never know.

1. Count the Leaves
Among the branches that weave and wind, how many golden leaves can you find?
(Write your answer here)

2. Rhymes with Rhyme
Words rhyming with rhyme; how many do you know? Can you write some down in the list below?

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

3. Jack and the Beanstalk
Help Jack climb his giant, golden crop by finding which route leads to the top.

4. Which venue did you get this from?

CHECK OUT WHIPPERSNAPPERKIDS.COM/WALLOFFAME